In the given paper we investigate the problem of constructing a simulation model for the optimization of current stock of divisible productions in the warehouse. Criterion of optimization is minimum of average expenses for goods holding, ordering and losses from deficit and damage to the goods per time of season. The ExtendSim 8 package has been used as the means of simulation. The numerical example of the problem solving is presented.
INTRODUCTION
One of the central problems of the inventory control theory is to find an optimal solution to the task of ordering productions to be supplied, and main result of the task is the answer to two basic questions: how much to order and when to order. Of no less interest it is the task of determining the current stock of certain production (sold by the piece or indivisible production and dry or divisible production) at any given moment of a fixed time period, with any random factors taken into account. By "current stock" we denote the quantity of the production accumulated in the stock, which is used for distribution in the light of the circumstances. Quite a lot of different types of models of varying complexity, purpose and adequacy have been developed in the inventory control theory (Chopra and Meindl 2001, Magableh and Mason 2009) . We can classify these models taking in account different their properties: deterministic and stochastic, linear and nonlinear, single-and multi-product, discrete and continuous models, etc. Most of the existing mathematical models in this theory consider indivisible productions (Stewart 2004 , Chopra and Meindl 2001 , Kopytov et al. 2007 , Kopytov and Muravjov 2011 .
In the present research we investigate the problem of the inventory control system of divisible productions. In previous works we have investigated the problem of constructing continuous and unsteady mathematical models for determine the volumes of current stock of divisible productions in one or several interconnected warehouses using apparatus of mathematical physics and continuum principle (Kopytov et al. 2010) . The simple models are constructed using the theory of ordinary differential equations; for construction of more complex models the theory of partial differential equations are applied (Milstein 1995 , Kuznetsov 2007 , Tikhonov. and Samarsky 2004 .
It should be noted that the practical implementation of this approach and finding a numerical solution is a rather complicated and time-consuming task. For some proposed models we have found an analytical solution in the closed form, and for some of proposed models the discretization is carried out using stable difference schemes (Guseynov et al. 2011) . In the given paper we investigate the problem of constructing simulation model for the optimization of current stock of divisible productions. This approach is certainly easier to implement, but it has a lower accuracy of the obtained optimal solutions.
For the considered problem solving the authors have applied ExtendSim package, which is widely used for various systems modelling, but has not been applied for simulation of inventory control system of divisible production. Therefore, the authors set the goal to show the effectiveness of constructing continuous simulation model of current stock of divisible products in ExtendSim environment.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
We consider a stochastic inventory control model for the stock with homogeneous divisible production. The schema of the current stock of divisible production replenishment and distribution is shown in Figure1. (for instance, a random stock replenishment due to an exceptionally high quality of production or an exceptionally low price, or because of an expected sudden deficit of particular products, etc), which can be described mathematically as a random quantity that designating the total volume of production that has been delivered into a particular warehouse from random and/or non-random sources by the time t .
The product distribution consists of four additive flows (components) namely: regular distribution which is denoted as )
of divisible productions which take place during holding and distribution processes (for example, for petroleum productions it is evaporation, for grain main reasons of losses are gnawing animals and inundation); and random (rare event) distribution (similar to random replenishment, there can be circumstances due to which random distribution takes place) that can be mathematically presented as a random flow ) ( 4 t x designating the total volume of productions that was taken away from the warehouse by the time t due to random circumstances.
We assume that main parameters of input and output production flows are constant (unchanged) Q that is delivered into the warehouse by the time t due to random (rare event) circumstances from random and/or non-random sources. In considered task, we assume that the probability 3 p of occurrence of this event during time unit is known, and it is a quite rare event; for example, for one day we assume that describes possible losses of the divisible productions in current stock in the processes of storage and distribution. For instance, if we have the oil productions stock, losses will result from the evaporation and/or from the leakage through the reservoirs; if we have the agricultural productions stock (wheat, rice, meal, etc.), there will be unavoidable losses caused by pests, flood, strong winds, etc. Apparently, the value of these losses is a random one. X designates the total volume of productions (unexpected distribution with a large profit) that has been removed from the warehouse by the time t due to random (rare event) circumstances. In considered task we assume that the probability 4 p of occurrence of this event during time unit is known, and it is a quite rare event; we assume that for one day 01 .
In the considered problem we suppose that the following economic parameters are known: 
is determined for one unit of delivered production.
Therefore we can write:
The total ordering cost for time period T is determined by the following formula:
The holding cost of the product is proportional to its quantity in the stock and the holding time with the coefficient of proportionality
The losses from the deficit of the product are proportional to the quantity of its deficit with the coefficients of proportionality j SH C which are different for each type of product distribution. At the same time losses from the deficit of the product for regular distribution are the largest, but for random (unplanned, rare event) distribution these losses (i.e. lost profit) are the lowest, i.e. The total cost ) (T E in inventory system during the season period T is calculated by the following formula: 
SIMULATION MODEL IN EXTENDSIM 8 ENVIRONMENT
For solving the problems considered above we have used simulation method realized in the ExtendSim 8 environment (Strickland 2011) . The package ExtendSim can be used to model continuous, discrete event, discrete rate, and agent based systems. ExtendSim's design facilitates every phase of the simulation project, from creating, validating, and verifying the model, to the construction of a user interface that allows others to analyze the system (Kopytov and Muravjov 2011) . Simulation tool developers can use ExtendSim's built-in compiled language ModL to create reusable simulation components. All of this is done within a single selfcontained software program, which does not require external interfaces, compilers, or code generators. Section "Stock" (see Figure 2) . In area #1 there are placed blocks that are responsible for scheduled delivery simulation. Area #2 is used for generation emergency delivery orders (irregular replenishment) based on current stock level and time between scheduled orders. Next area #3 generates random deliveries cheap that occurs one out of hundred cases (
The stock is realized in area #4. Section "Demand" (see Figure3) is created for product distribution simulation and consists of the blocks responsible for demand generation. There are four demand sources: random demand is realized in area #5, scheduled demand (regular distribution) -in area #6, random demand with different distribution -in area #7, and holding -in area #8. Blocks in area #12 are used for order costs calculations from each delivery sources. The total cost ) (T E in inventory system is calculated in blocks in area #13. An example of the inventory control process simulation (one realization) is shown in Figure 6 . The plot shows the current stock of certain production during period of season T . Using created simulation model we can find the optimal solution for inventory control of stock of divisible production. One of examples is considered in the next section.
EXAMPLE AND OPTIMIZATION
Let's consider a stochastic inventory control model for the stock with homogeneous divisible production shown in Figure1. Table 1 and Table 2 describe main parameters of the products replenishment and distribution. 
CONCLUSIONS
In the given paper the simulation model for the optimization current stock of divisible productions is created. For the problem solving authors have used a simulation continuous model realized in the package ExtendSim 8, which is the most powerful and flexible simulation tool for analysing, designing, and operating complex systems in the market. The results of simulation indicate the good feasibility of the application of ExtendSim 8 in the tasks of inventory control of divisible productions.
Comparing with analytical approach used in authors' previous works the considered simulation model of inventory control of divisible productions provides the researcher with:
 the clearness of results presentation;  the possibility of finding optimum solution of an inventory problem in the case when realization of analytical model is rather difficult.
The main problem of the proposed simulation approach is initial values of control parameters and their changing range determination in the searching the best solution.
Further guideline of the current research is to consider the inventory control models for determine the volumes of current stock of divisible productions in several interconnected warehouses.
